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ABSTRACT

A comparison between the contexts grade 10 learners prefer for Mathematical

Literacy and those reflected in the PISA survey.

The study focuses on the contexts grade 10 learners prefer to deal with in Mathematical

Literacy. These preferred contexts of the leamers were then compared with the

contextual situations found in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development's (0ECD) Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). The

most important findings of the study are that the grade l0 leamers from low socio-

economic environments regard the intra-mathematical clusters as the most favoured

items. In the extra-mathematical cluster learners favoured technology and health. PISA

designers favoured the mathematical cluster followed by physical science and the finance

cluster. The context preferred by learners may differ from what designers of tests may

perceive to be relevant or interesting and vice versa.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

l.l Background and Rationale

Intemationally there is a thrust towards contextually-driven Mathematical Literacy (ML)'

This is borne out by the triennial survey called the Programme for Intemational Student

Assessment (PISA), which is conducted through the Organization for Economic

cooperation and Development (OECD). Implicitly, it is accepted that there is a link

between student performance in mathematics, and the relevance of the problems to

student's lives (Ensi gn, 1997). The relevance of the problems is achieved by means of

the contexts in which the subject is tested. This study examines the contexts which South

African students are interested in to deal with in Mathematics and how these preferred

contexts relate to those appearing in PISA.

1.1.1 The OECD and PISA

The OECD is an organization that acts as a meeting ground for more than thirty countries

which believe strongly in the free market system. OECD thus provides a forum for

discussing issues and reaching agleements of which some are legally binding OECD

(oECD,2003).

pISA is an internationally standardized assessment method that was jointly developed by

participating OECD countries and administered to lS-year-olds in educational

proglammes. It is in the form of a survey that was first implemented in 43 countries over

1
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two cycles. For the first cycle in 2000 there were 32 countries; 11 countries in 2002 and

then in 42 countries in the second cycle. Its tests were typically administered to between

4 500 and 10 000 students in each country (OECD, 2003). The background of the PISA

initiative can be seen from four points of reference: Content, Methods, Assessment

Cycles and Outcomes.

1.1.1.1 Content

The OECD/pISA 2003 covers the domains of reading, Mathematical and Scientific

Literacy although not so much in terms of mastering the school curriculum, but in terms

of important knowledge and skills needed in adult life. In this study the above mention

domains are referred to as contexts. The examination of cross-curriculum competencies

continues to be an integral part of OECD/PISA through the assessment of a new domain

of problem solving. Emphasis is mostly on the mastering of processes, the understanding

of concepts and the ability to apply knowledge in various situations within each domain'

1.1.1.2 Methods

Paper-and-pencil tests are used, with assessments lasting a total of two hours for each

student. Test items are a mixture of multiple-choice questions and free response

questions, which require students to construct their own responses' The items are

organized in the form of groups based on a passage setting derived out of a real-life

situation. A total of about seven hours of test items is covered, with different students

taking different combinations of the test items. Participating students are expected to

answer a background questionnaire, which takes about 30 minutes to complete, providing

2
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information about themselves and their homes. Principals complete a questionnaire about

their schools.

1.1.1.3 Assessment CYcle

The assessment system of the OECD/PISA takes place every three years: 2000, 2003 and

2006. Each of these cycles looks in depth at a "major" domain, to which twothirds of

testing time is devoted whereas, the other domains provide a summary profile of skills'

Major domains were reading literacy in 2000, Mathematical Literacy in 2003 and

Scientific LiteracY in 2006.

1.1.1.4 Outcomes

A basic profile of knowledge and skills among l5-year-old students is one of the main

outcomes. Contextual indicators relating results to student and school characteristics are

the other main outcome. Trend indicators showing how results change over time are a

derivative of the assessment system. A valuable knowledge base for policy analysis and

research are also a critical outcome (OECD, 2003)'

1.2 Motivation of the studY

The frequent complaints about the quality of Mathematical Literacy and Mathematics in

South Africa has become a hot area of focus in our search to try and establish the

economical building blocks and work force that are needed in an increasingly

technology-driven society. The Third Intemational Mathematics and Science Study

J
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(TIMMS) which is regarded by Howie & Hughes (1998) as the largest and most

ambitious intemational study of Mathematics and Science achievement ever undertaken,

with more than 500 00 students in 4l countries being tested in Mathematics and Science

at five different levels (equivalent to Grades 4, 5,7,8 and 12 in South Africa) has

unearthed some discomforting results.

Students from other countries overall scores were significantly better than the scores of

South African students. What was also evident were the low level of general numeracy

and scientific understanding of South African students. Hence there. is a question mark

over our Mathematical Literacy (ML) curriculum's ability to prepare students on

applying mathematical knowledge and skill to real life or to mathematical contextual

situations. The relevance of South African's mathematical context is thus under scrutiny.

Relevance in this case can refer to an empowering kind of Mathematics to the general

public to enable them to cope with our demanding society'

Although South Africa does not participate in the OECD's PISA surveys (mainly due to

the fact the South Africa are not included in the OECD) it is of still of great importance to

understand what our leamers contextual preferences are against those of PISA. The main

difference between TIMSS and PISA, is that PISA is not a test that focuses on the

"official" curricula of participating countries only. Therefore this study attempt to

proviile some points of reference in our quest to improve Mathematics in terms of its

content as well as improving the utilization of its current contexts by making them more

user-friendly and relevant than before.

4
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1.2.1 Situation of the current curriculum

It is important to understand the current thinking in South African education in order to

be able to assess the changes that have been made thus far. According to the National

Department of Education's Policy Document (1997), outcomes-based education (OBE)

was introduced as the underpinning of the new post apartheid curriculum. In a nutshell,

OBE starts with the philosophy that all leamers can leam and it is driven by the outcomes

to be demonstrated by the leamer at the end of the educational experience. From this

starting point, OBE clearly defines the knowledge, understanding, skills and values that

learners are to go through. This curriculum has been revised two times until 2006' It

tries to reflect the background of all South Africans in all spheres of life, being political,

social, historical or psychological.

The National Curriculum Statement (NCS) starts in grade one and consists of a General

Education and Training (GET) band (Grades R-9) and a Further Education and Training

(FET) band (Grades l0-12). Furthermore, a National Qualifications Framework (NQF)

was developed to register all educational qualifications offered in South Africa.

According to the National Department of Education's (DoE,2004) the educational

guidelines and policies of the country consist of the following major goals:

o To provide equal opportunity in terms of access, equity, relevance and continuity

of education.

To enhance the relevance and appropriateness of all ctyricula.

a To introduce relevant technology at all levels and in all areas of education.

5
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o To enhance capacity building at the national level through the training of South

African professionals and experts.

The National Committee on Further Education (1997) developed the founding framework

for a post-apartheid FET cuniculum. This Committee calls for the transformation of the

education and training system so as to promote equity, redress, economic competiveness

and quality learning in their report. There are also a calls for more inclusiveness in the

curriculum. Although the above mention calls are written in a generalized manner and

not only for one specific subject, one finds that the aims of the curriculum are relevant to

most of Niss's (1996) exterior and interior aims.

1.2.2 The general aims of Mathematics

Niss (1996:32-33) claims that a vast majority of countries pursue the following exterior

and interior aims

Exterior aims:

To provide substantial mathematics education for all, and not only to the future

members of society's intellectual or social elite, while emphasizing that

mathematical competence, in some form or other, is available to everyone;

To provide opportunities for differentiated teaching and leaming to the individual

leamer, while paying attention to his or her personal background;

To emphasize participation and co-operation amongst learners in dealing with

a

a
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To assess pupils mathematical potential, achievement and performance in ways

which are in accordance with the higher order goals of mathematics teaching and

learning.

Interior aims:

a

a To focus on the needs and interests of the individual learner, in order to prepare

him or her for active participation in all aspects of private and social life,

including active and concemed citizenship in democratic society;

To develop pupils personalities by engendering or enriching self-respect and self-

confidence, independent and autonomous thinking (including logical thinking)'

the development of explorative research attitudes, linguistic capacities, aesthetic

experience and pleasure, etc;

To emphasize mathematical processes (such as exploration, investigation'

conjecturing, problem posing/formulation/solving, representing, proving

modelling) and not only products (concepts, results, methods, skills);

To foster mathematical thinking and creativity, while emphasizing that

mathematics is a living subject resulting from human activity and from continuing

efforts of humankind over five millennia;

To enable pupils to identiff, pose, formulate and solve mathematical problems'

whether pure or applied, whether closed or open;

To enable pupils to understzurd and appreciate the special nature of Mathematics;

a

a

o

o

a

7
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a

o

To enable pupils to apply Mathematics to extra-mathematical situations by means

of models or modelling;

To enable learners to critically analyze and judge uses of Mathematics (their own

as well as others) in extra-mathematical contexts;

To provide students with an impression of and insight into the role of

Mathematics in society and culture;

To make pupils familiar with current information technology in relation to

Mathematics.

o

1.2.3 Niss and the South African situation

The move towards a context-driven and socially relevant curriculum is noticeable if one

analyzes the aims carefully. Nearly all of the above mentioned aims are embedded in the

NCS. The requirement, that all leamers are compelled either to do Mathematics or

Mathematical Literacy, coincides with the very first exterior aim highlighted by Niss

(1996). Learners can choose in grade ten if they want to do either Mathematics or

Mathematical Literacy. In the past, Mathematics was either offered on standard grade or

higher grade level but was never compulsory.

On examining the stated aims of the new educational guidelines of South Africa' one can

therefore clearly see congruence in terms of its stated goals to both the extemal and

internal aims suggested by Niss. This study therefore leans heavily upon the ideas put

forward by Niss (1996), since the emphasis placed on attaining equity in education'

8
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stimulating and emphasising interest in technology as well as the broader function that

education is supposed to play, features prominently in both the goals of the Education

department as well as Niss' aims.

It is within this context that the study is undertaken, to investigate to what extent, the

assessment of South African learners correspond to the ideal of having contexts that

learners are interested in contained in the assessment instruments.

1.3 Statement of the Problem

1.3.1 Situation of the Current Curriculum

After the l't democratic election in South Africa in 1994 a new curriculum was

implemented. One of the requirements of the new curriculum is that all learners are

compelled to either do Mathematics or Mathematical Literacy up to Grade 12. The

White paper on Education and Training in South Africa (1995) proposes the development

of alternative curriculum based on principles of access, redress, equity, credibility,

quality and efficiency. one therefore sees an educational policy which has aims in

common with what Niss (1996) stated, i.e. that there should be a focus on the needs and

interests of learners in order to prepale them for active participation in all aspects of

private social life, including active and concerned citizenship in a demographic society,'

Thus a dramatic shift towards more context-driven school Mathematics curriculum was

needed. These shifts have been brought about because of the demand of the

technological driven zft century economies which need more higher levels of

9
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Mathematical Literacy. With regards to Mathematical Literacy, which is a new subject in

the FET-band, no claims can be made that this newly context-driven subject will

contribute towards the alleviation of the difficulties leamers used to experience with

Mathematics.

1.4 Research questions

Bames (2006:13) pointed out that all the stakeholders (curriculum planners, educators,

parents and politicians) want the Mathematics curriculum to be relevant, therefore the

focus question that needs to be answered must be: What contexts are contained in the

PISA studies? When is school mathematics relevant? The main research question for this

stucly is on how clo the contexts that are appearing in PISA Mathematical Literacy

instrument compare with the contexts grade l0 learners are interested in.

1.5 Organization of the studY

This study is organized into five chapters. Chapter I deals with the introduction and

background of the study. Chapter 2 discusses the literature review of the relevance of

Mathematics, Mathematical Literacy, mathematical modelling and the OECD's

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). Chapter 3 focuses on the

research methodology for data collection, data presentation and analysis. Chapter 4 deals

with the presentation and analysis of the collected data against research questions and

finally, Chapter 5 focuses on the conclusions of the study and other recommendations

that emerged from the studY.

l0
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the idea of relevance and how it is linked to school Mathematics'

Mathematical Literacy and mathematical modelling will be discussed' over a long

period of time, many people have pursued a theoretical construction to stimulate their

debate about their search for the relevance of Mathematics. Some are just curious about

the realities of the mathematical world. others want to understand how applications of

Mathematics in real-life situations came about and its role in the development of the

society they live in. In the context of the developing world, Mathematics is seen as

crucial in advancing technological and economic advancement. Hence it brings the notion

of relevance to the fore.

2,2 Relevance of school Mathematics

The word relevance is described as "having direct bearing on the matter at hand'

pertinent" in the Collins English dictionary (2004). Bames (2006:13) argues that:

.'.ifweusethisdefinition,thanrelevantschoolmathematicswouldmean:

mathematics that has a bearing on the sector/area which the mathematical

problem/question relates to. It could also embrace the idea of what learners'

interestsare,particularlyinrelationtothesubjectofMathematics.

11
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Hence in terms of this definition, the relevance of school Mathematics would mean the

level of interest a particular sector (curriculum, learning resources and test designers;

parents; learners) has for issues and topics that should be taught in Mathematics and in

school.

Ernest (1996) addresses the issue of relevance by positing that it is generally agreed

Mathematics should aim to fulfil social needs, to provide the skills relevant for everyday

life and work in industrial and developing societies, as well as form the basis for further

study in Mathematics, Science and Technology. The selection of content and the mode

of teaching in Mathematics is often claimed to be driven by relevance of these needs'

Politicians also display an interest in the relevance of Mathematics. Cameron Dugmore

(2005), the Minister of Education of the Westem Cape Province of South Africa, had the

following to say about it:

The government's position pertaining to relevance is to increase the number of

learners to take Mathematics on the Higher Grade in order to live with the

increasing demands of our increasingly globalised economy and technological

nature of societY.

In stating this, the politicians in South Africa highlighted the relevance of Mathematics as

providing access into careers. This is understandable in the South African context

because of a history of using Mathematics as a 'filter' in blocking access to further or

additional learning.

t2
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The political rationale in stating this is that school mathematics could enhance a learners'

possibility to obtain work, a bursary or a leamership. Mathematics is relevant because it

can address the lack of sufficient skilled labour in the South African economy. The De

Lange Commission (1996) foundational assumption was that education policies be

directly linked to economic development, and that such policies should be accountable in

terms of 'relevance' (Kallaway 1984:33). In this regard, restoring the harmony between

the schooling system and the labour market became a principal aim. Thus the needs of the

labour market dictate in more than many ways what is relevant or not to politicians'

According to Boaler (1993:14), there are two reasons for leaming in contexts:

... one concerning the motivation and interest of learners through an enriched

and vivid curriculum, the other concerning the enhanced transfer of learning

through a demonstration of the links between school and mathematics and real

world problems.

Bames (2006:15) argues that if, according to Romberg's (2001:5) attempt to address the

issue of relevance, where he asserts that the emphasis should be on "mathematical

knowledge put into functional use in a multitude of different situations and contexts in

varied, reflective and insightful ways." then by implication it means society must be

mathematically literate.

According to Barnes (2006:15):

While literacy is the foundation of all learning, Mathematical Literacy would

therefore be necessary if we are to understand fully the information that

13
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surrounds us in modern society. A fundamental aim of any country is to prepare

its citizens for the future to fulfil various jobs and functions within the society. It

is therefore important that decisions are made by taking into account the relevant

context under which the country's needs are fulfilled.

It is clear that one cannot divorce relevance of school Mathematics and Mathematical

Literacy from each other and hence Mathematical Literacy is discussed in the next

section.

2.3 Mathematical LiteracY

Literacy of any type is often defined in similar terms, ultimately meaning "using printed

and written information to function in society" (Iftish and Jingeblut, 1986). Literacy thus

broadly refers to the use of human language. People are classified as literate if they are

able to read, write and listen, and also use a language in a variety of situations at hand' In

this regard Romberg (2001:5) asserts that:

A person to be literate in a language implies that he or she knows many of the

design resources of the language and is able to use those resources for several

different social functions. When analogously considering mathematics as a

language, this implies that students not only must learn the concepts and

procedures of mathematics (its design features), but they must learn to use such

ideals to solve non-routine problems and learn to mathematise a variety of

situations (its social functions). This notion can be regarded as Mathematical

Literacy

t4
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Furthermore in this regard, Snyders (2006:12) concurs that:

Generally to be literate means to be competent, to have the appropriate skills to

cope and make judgements pertaining to the issue at hand. In Snyders (2006)

opinion, the specialists are those who possess specialist mathematical knowledge,

design and construct models and devices. The users (general public) should be at

ease to understand and use those models or devices to cope, criticize, and even

redesign them, so as to use them to their benefit.

Snyders (2006:12) believes that in this sense one can thus describe a person as literate or

not.

There are similarities in both Romberg and Snyders observations and definitions of a

literate person and their usage of Mathematics to be found in how PISA/OECD (2003:

24) regards Mathematical Literacy:

Mathematical Literacy is an individual's capacity to identiff, to understand and

to engage in Mathematics and make well founded judgements about the role that

Mathematics plays, as needed by an individual's current and future private life,

occupational life, social life with peers and relatives, and life as a constructive

concerned and relative citizen.

It seems in many cases as if quantitative literacy, numeracy and Mathematical Literacy

are regarded as equivalent and similar terms, though others try to discriminate between

them so as to fulfiI a certain purpose (Hawkins 1990; Steen 1990; Cooper 1991; Steen

1991; Usiskun 1997; Ball and Stacey 2001; Romberg 2001)'

15
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According to Doyle (1994:23) Mathematical Literacy is driven by real-life contexts and

should take a high priority in the learning and teaching of Mathematics. He also asserts

that teachers of Mathematics need to change their teaching strategies to accommodate the

interests of their learners.

Jablonka (2003:75 - lO2) is of the opinion that numeracy refers to the numerical nature

of Mathematics whereas Mathematical Literacy entails a broader approach of

Mathematics with the understanding that the target audience is a group of individuals

with a sound educational background. Steen (1990:1) regards numeracy as important for

a nation expecting to compete in the global economy fuelled by information technology.

According to Steen (1994), numeracy is a mathematical skill that enables an individual to

cope with the practical demands of everyday life.

Evans (2000) defined numeracy as the ability to process, interpret and communicate

numerical, quantitative, spatial, statistical, even mathematical information, in ways that

are appropriate for a variety of contexts, and that will enable a typical member of the

culture or subculture to participate effectively in activities that they value.

Julie and Mbekwa (2005) stated that the advent and incorporation of Mathematical

Literacy as a distinct subject has further justified the use of contexts for mathematical

activity in schools.

This is because Mathematical Literacy deals primarily with context.

Mathematical Literacy falls within the realm of "applications and modelling of

Mathematics" viewed in a comprehensive sense as both "'modelling [which]

t6
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focuses on the direction reality - mathematics" and "' application' [which

focuses on the opposite direction mathematics - reality" (International

Programme Committee for ICMI Study, 2002:14) and in this configuration the

primacy of context is obvious.

Context however, can become a robust, debatable and contentious issue in a land like

South Africa, with its huge diversity in languages, religions and cultures. Some leamers

might find the context of a particular open-ended mathematical activity unsuitable and

inappropriate as opposed to others.

Keeping this in mind, attention should be given to the opinion of the National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 1989:5) that Mathematical Literacy should focus on

the following five processes:

o Valuing mathematics

Becoming confident in one's ability to do mathematics

Becoming problem solvers

Communicating mathematicallY

Reasoning mathematically

Furthermore, Jablonka (2003) classifies different approaches to Mathematical Literacy

into five categories. These approaches will be directly linked with the goals that are

pursued. She categorizes mathematical literacy into the following approaches:

o

o

o

o

t7
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o

a

o

o

a

Mathematical literacy for developing human capital

Mathematical literacy for social change

Mathematical literacy for environmental awareness

Mathematical literacy for evaluating mathematics

Mathematical literacy for cultural identity

Mathematical Literacy in the Mathematics curriculum in south Africa
2.4

The modem South African society has changed rapidly since the 1994 democracy

elections. It has become more information-driven and has created new societal goals'

Thus with a global demand, a transformation in the education system was constructed to

address the inequalities of the past. A clear distinction is made between Mathematics and

Mathematical Literacy in the Revised National curriculum Statement that became the

National Curriculum Statement (NCS) in 2005'

The NCS of South Africa states the purpose of Mathematical Literacy as follows (DoE

2005:7):

Mathematical Literacy provides learners with opportunities to engage with real-life

problems in different contexts and so consolidate and extend basic mathematical

a

skills

18
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a

a

a

Mathematical Literacy will equip learners with the ability to understand

mathematical terminology and make sense of numerical and spatial information

communicated in tables, graphs, diagrams and texts'

Mathematical Literacy will, furthermore, develop the use of basic mathematical skills

in critically analysing situations and creatively solving everyday problems.

Mathematical Literacy enables the learner to become a self-managing person, a

contributing worker and a participating citizen in a developing democracy

a) A self-managing person must be equipped with Mathematical Literacy for

everyday life including financial issues, and the efficient use or rationing and

proportioning in cooking and use of medicine'

b) A contributing worker in the workplace requires the use of fundamental

numerical and spatial skills to deal with work-related formulas, read statistical

charts, deal with schedules and understand instructions involving numerical

components.

c) A participating citizen in a developing democracy must have [the] ability to

understand mathematical arguments and statistics presented in the media and

other platforms. In the information age, the power of numbers and mathematical

ways of thinking often shape policy.

19
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In summary, Mathematical Literacy aims to develop four important abilities:

i) The ability to use basic Mathematics to solve problems encountered in everyday

life and in work situations.

ii) The ability to understand information represented in mathematical ways.

iii) The ability to engage critically with mathematically based arguments encountered

in daily life.

iv) The ability to communicate mathematically.

(Department of Education, 2005:8)

Mathematical Literacy and Numeracy are used as different subjects in different phases of

the schooling system in South Africa. In the Further Education and Training Band (FET),

there is a clear distinction between Mathematics and Mathematical Literacy, as separate

subjects.

In the National Curriculum Statement Department of Education(2003b:7) Mathematics

is defined in the following manner:

Mathematics enables creative and logical reasoning about problems in the

physical and social world and in the context of Mathematics itself. It is a

distinctly human activity practised by all cultures. Knowledge in the

mathematical sciences is constructed through the establishment of descriptive,

numerical and symbolic relationships. Mathematics is based on observing

pafferns; with rigorous logical thinking, this leads to theories of abstract relations.

Mathematical problem solving enables us to understand the world and make use

of that understanding in our daily lives. Mathematics is developed and contested
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over time through both language and symbols by social interaction and is thus

open to change.

On the other hand, Mathematical Literacy is defined in the National Curriculum

Statements (2003a:9) in the following statement:

Mathematical Literacy provides learners with an awareness and understanding of

the role that Mathematics has in the modern world. Mathematical Literacy is

subject driven by life-related applications of Mathematics. It enables learners to

develop the ability and confidence to think numerically and spatially in order to

interpret and critically analyse everyday situations and to solve problems.

It is not easy to distinguish between Mathematics and Mathematical Literacy because

they are so closely linked to each other. However a closer look at the learning outcomes

of each discipline as been described in the respective curriculum statements (2003a:9), as

disptayed in table 2.1, which can shed some light onto the comparison and differences

between them.
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Table 2.1: Learning Outcomes of Mathematical Literacy and Mathematics

Mathematical Literacy Mathematics

Learning outcome I

Number and Operations in Context:

The learner is able to use knowledge of numbers

and their relationships to investigate a range of

different contexts which include financial aspects of

personal, business and national issues.

Learning outcome I

Number and number RelationshiPs:

When solving problems, the leamer is able to

recognise, describe, represent and work confidently

with numbers and their relationships to estimate,

calculate and check solutions.

Learning outcome 2

Functional RelationshiPs:

The learner is able to recogtise, interpret, describe

and represent various functional relationships to

solve problems in real and simulated contexts.

Learning outcome 2

Functions and Algebra:

The learner is able to investigate, analyse, describe

and represent a wide range of functions and solve

related problems.

Learning outcome 3

Space, Shape and Measurement:

The learner is able to measure using appropriate

instruments, to estimate and calculate physical

quantities, and to interpret, describe and represent

properties of and relationships between 2-

dimensional shapes and 3-dimensional objects in a

variety of orientations and positions.

Learning outcome 3

Space, Shape and Measurement:

The learner is able to describe, represent, analyse

and explain properties of shapes in 2-dimensional

and 3-dimensional space with justification.

Learning outcome 4

Data Handling:

The learner is able to collect, summarise, display

and analyse data and to apply knowledge of

statistics and probability to communicate, justif,,

predict and critically interrogate findings and draw

conclusions.

Learning outcome 4

Data Handling and ProbabilitY:

The learner is able to collect, organise, analyse and

interpret data to establish statistical and probability

models to solve related Problems.
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Just by analysing the first two learning outcomes, it is evident that Mathematical Literacy

is to a large extent context driven, whilst the teaching and leaming of Mathematics is not'

Although the leaming outcomes for Mathematics and Mathematical Literacy are more or

less the same and in some instances overlap, the difference is in the focus-solution of

contextually-driven situations in Mathematical Literacy and the structure of Mathematics

in Mathematics.

Julie and Mbekwa (2005) stated that the use of contexts in Mathematical Literacy, as

embedded in mathematical modelling and applications, differs from the use of context for

the induction into pure Mathematics. In distinguishing between the differences and

overlaps of Mathematics and Mathematical Literacy it leads to the question of what the

role of application and modelling is. Therefore my focus will now be to shift to

mathematical modelling.

2.5 Mathematical modelling

The shift from pure Mathematics to the developing of mathematical representation for

situations from outside of Mathematics is driven by a process of mathematical modelling'

Mathematical Literacy is confronted with dealing with extra-mathematical situations and

using ,mathematising' (requires discussion, rethinking and different explorations and

investigations) to come up with the best possible answer' Higher cognitive activities such

as interpretation, analysis and synthesis come to the fore'
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Hendricks (2006:14) asserted that it is important that Mathematics educators realise that

learning to apply Mathematics is a very different activity from leaming Mathematics. In

his view, applying Mathematics and mathematising requires a completely different skill

than leaming Mathematics.

So what is mathematical modelling? According to Aris (1979:1), a mathematical model

is any complete and consistent set of mathematical equations which is thought to

correspond with some or other entity, its prototype "Prototype" in this sense implies any

physical or conceptual entity. It may even represent another mathematical model.

Mathematical modelling represents, therefore, the process of using various mathematical

structures - graphs, equations, diagrams, scatterplots, etc. - to represent real world

situations

According to Davis and Hersh (1986), three types of models can be classified on the basis

ofthe purpose they serve:

. Descriptive models: constructed to describe an existing reality as accurately as

possible.

o predictive models: constructed to describe a section of reality, but in this case it is

in a state that does not Yet exist.

o prescriptive models: intended to give guidelines for the construction of a section

of reality.
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There are three domains involved in mathematical model making' These are the extra-

mathematical reality, the consensus-generated reality domain and the intra-mathematical

domains. The characteristics of these domains are reflected in figure 2.1 as outlined by

Julie (2004:35).

Figure 2.1: The translation of reality issues through different domains

Julie (2004) pointed out that the reality situation is transformed through consensus where

interests and purpose are settled and the resulting mathematisation relates to this

consensus - generated realitY'

Intra- mathematical

domain

Consensus-

generated

reality

domain

Extra-mathematical

reality domain

Mathematical

procedures and ideas

are developed and

used. Mathematical

conclusions are

reached.

Issues are stripped of

some influencing

factors. Consensus is

reached based on

purposes and

interests.

Issues of a technical,

physical, financial,

social, political,

environmental and so

forth nature are at

stake. Issues are

complex and under a

variety of influencing

factors.
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Snyders (2006:26) noted that these three processes of mathematical modelling are

complementary to each other to build up a more comprehensive description of a complex

process regarding mathematical modelling. In seeing and experiencing how mathematical

devices control, organise, predict and manipulate nature and social life, and have

penetrated every part of reality, Snyders (2006:26) confirms that "The applications of and

the modelling in Mathematics is one of the ways to reflect this inter-relationship between

reality and Mathematics."

Before the introduction of the National Curriculum Statement, many curriculum

developers, educationists and mathematical teachers lobbied for the inclusion of

mathematical modelling in the school mathematics curriculum. One of the reasons for

this was to get learners to actively apply mathematical skills and in doing so, engage with

their reality and surroundings mathematically. Blum and Niss (1991) identified five

reasons why modelling and applications should be included in the school curriculum'

The reasons are

o Formative

o Critical experience

Utility

The picture of mathematics and

Promoting mathematics learning

a

a

a
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In South Africa the Department of Education (DoE) introduced and implemented

mathematical modelling in mathematical literacy for grade 10 in 2006, for grade 1l in

2007 and for grade 12 in 2008.

The Revised National Curriculum Statement (2002:9) states the following about

mathematics modelling:

Mathematical modelling provides learners with a powerful and versatile means of

mathematically analysing and describing their world. Mathematical modelling

involves identiffing and selecting relevant features of real-world situations'

representing those features in mathematical representations, quantitatively and

qualitatively analysing the model and the characteristics of the situation, and

considers the accuracy and limitations of the mathematical model' Mathematical

modelling allows learners to deepen their understanding of Mathematics while

expanding their repertoire of mathematical tools for solving real-world problems'

ln2004the DoE in its Mathematical Leaming Programmes Guidelines (2004) stated that

for "the purpose of developing leamers' ability to work with mathematical models' it is

useful to subdivide the area of mathematical modelling into":

o Direct models. These are models that can be directly generated from verbal

representations. The model is an exact representation of the situation rather

than an attempt to bring Mathematics to bear on an imprecise real world

problem. For example, functions created in linear programming problems are

direct models.
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a Physical models. These models are produced by using objects or diagrams to

physically model a situation. At times this may require building objects to act

as models thereby enabling us to produce a mathematical analysis of the

situation. For example, using a jar of beans to physically model or represent

the buffalo in the Kruger Transfrontier Park. Samples of 'buffalo' can then be

drawn to test for disease or to calculate the entire population of buffalo in the

park. In particular these models aid connections with content and processes

evident in Learning Outcome 3 (Shape, space and Measurement).

Data models. These models are generated as a line of best fit for a set of data.

The model may not fit the data perfectly but is the best fit for the data' Data

sets may be obtained from experiments conducted by the leamers or it may be

obtained from other sources (e.g. NGO's; Statistics South Africa; Government

departments). (National Education Department, 2003 :8 4 - 8 5 )'

a

In concluding this section of mathematical modelling, it would be useful to differentiate

between the applications of Mathematics and mathematical modelling as explained by

Blum and Niss (1991:38):

The term modelling, focuses on the relation reality to mathematics and more

generally, emphasizes the processes involved. The term application, on the other

hand, focuses on the opposite direction Mathematics to reality and emphasizes

the objects involved - in particular those parts of the "real" world which are

accessible to a mathematical treatment and to which a mathematical models exist.
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Barnes (2006:2a) asserted that the use of Mathematics to solve "real" world problems is

often called applying Mathematics, and a "real" world problem which can be solved by

using or applying Mathematics is called an application of Mathematics. The idea of

.,applying" is sometimes used to connect the "real" world and Mathematics'

2.6 Conclusion

Contextual situations could provide the necessary relevance to Mathematical Literacy

enhancement. Mathematical Literacy can play a crucial role in our society in that it could

provide citizens with the tools to mathematising of real life situations and thus construct

and improve their own mathematical modelling. If relevance is perceived to be of interest

for the learners, their preferences should also taken into consideration as far as contextual

situations are concerned. It would also be worthwhile to compare these preferences with

the contexts the PlSA-designers favoured. In the following chapter the research

methodology will be dealt with.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the research methodology employed in this comparative study of

the contextual interests Grade l0 learners prefer for Mathematical Literacy and those

reflected in the oECD',s Programme for International student Assessment (PISA) survey'

Included in this section, are the research method, method of data collection and the pilot

study that was conducted.

t.2 Research Methods

According to Gay (1981:143), a research method to a great extent determines specific

procedures of a particular research study. Gay also explains that each research method

has a unique pu[pose, thereby implying that the application of each method would entail

a unique set of procedures and concems. However all research studies have common

procedures for example; there are always some types of data collection and analysis'

3.2.1 Descriptive research method

As explained by Gay (1981:153), descriptive research involves collecting data in order to

test hypotheses or to answer questions concerning current status of the object of study'

The research method used in this study is survey research' This method is the most

commonly used descriptive research approach in social sciences and is useful for

investigating a variety of educational problems' Descriptive studies are concerned with
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the assessment of attitudes, opinions, statements, demographic information, conditions,

phenomena and procedures. Descriptive data are usually collected through

questionnaires, interviews or observations.

Since this study is concerned with the analysis of Grade 10 learners' preferences for

Mathematical Literacy and those reflected in the PISA survey, it is a descriptive study'

3.2.2 Quantitative research method

Durrheim & Terblanche (1999:42) pointed out that quantitative researchers do collect

data in the form of numbers and then use statistical types of data analysis' Coolican

(1990:12) defined quantification as a process of measuring on some numerical basis' In

his view, quantitative methods involve emphasizing meanings, experiences and so on'

As stated by Mori (2002:l), quantitative research incorporates statistical elements

designed to quantifr the extent to which a tatget group is aware of or is inclined to

behave in a certain waY

Features of quantitative research method as compared to a qualitative research method as

given by Miles and Huberman (199a) are indicated in Table 3.1 below'
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Table 3.1: Features of quantitative and qualitative research (Miles and Huberman'

1994240)

Qualitative
"All research ultimately has a

qual itative grounding"

(Donald Campbell)

"There's no such thing as qualitative

data. Everything is either 1 or 0" (Fred

Kerling)

The aim of qualitative analysis lsa

complete and detailed description.

In quantitative research we classifr

features, count them, and construct

statistical models in an attempt to

explain what is observed.

The method recommended during the

earlier phases of research projects.

The method recommended during the

latter phases ofresearch projects

Researcher may only know roughly in

advance on what he/she is looking for.

Researcher clearlY knows clearlY m

advance on what he/she is looking for

The design emerges as the studY

unfolds.

All aspects of the studY are carefully

designed before data is collected

researcher is the data gathering researcher uses tools, such as

uestionnaires or equipment to collect

data.

Data is in the form of words, pictures or

objects.

Data is in the form of numbers and

statistics.

Qualitative data is more 'rich', time

consuming, and less enabling to be

generalized.

Quantitative data is more efficient, and

enabling to test hypotheses, but may

miss contextual detail.

The researcher tends to become

subjectively immersed in the subject

matter.

The researcher tends to remain

objectively separated from the subject

matter.
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3.3 Methods of data collection

According to Durrheim (1999:47), positivist research is one that values objectivity

usually in the form of quantitative measurements. Such research can be used to measure

the responses of large samples of people and thus facilitating generalization, group

comparisons and statistical analysis. Gay (1981:155) defines a survey as an attempt to

collect data from members of a population in order to determine the current status of that

population on an issue. Since this study is also concerned with the current status of

learners' preferred context to be dealt with in Mathematical literacy, a survey-type

research was used to assess these preferences.

3.3.1 Researchinstruments

Different types of research instruments are used by a researcher to collect data for his/her

study. Wiersma (1980:l4l) categorized data collection techniques into three areas: the

personal interview, the written questionnaire and the controlled observation. According to

Van Vuuren, D., Maree, D. & De Beer, A.S. (1998), some of the instrumentation

techniques that can be used to get the required information from the sample include

personal interviews, telephone interviews, mail questionnaires and daily interviews. In

this case, the study was designed to use a questionnaire as the technique of collecting data

for quantitative analysis. Van Vuuren et al (1998) stress further how it is imperative that

the quality of a research is not compromised by either poor measures (weak

questionnaires) or by using inappropriate data- gathering techniques.
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Furthermore, both Van Vuuren et al and Wiersma stated that the principles of

questionnaire construction are the same for developing any measurement instrument, and

these are reliability and validity.

Malaka (1995) used four steps in his study on teachers to demonstrate the basic steps that

need to be followed as well as those issues to consider when developing questionnaires.

The first step is to clarifu the reason for the study, the second step is to determine the

information required from the respondents (in this studies case, learners)' The third step

is to list down all research questions that one wants to be answered in the questionnaire

and the last step is to identiff any additional (demographic) information required to

address the research questions. This study used these four initial steps to plan and

develop the questionnaires.

Julie and Mbekwa (2005) state that the survey instrument for this study was developed

around some identified topics or clusters. These clusters had been identified by

mathematics educators from South Africa, Zimbabwe, Uganda, Eritria and Norway' A

total of thirteen clusters (including two intra-mathematical ones) evolved through this

identification process. The identification of the first eleven extra-mathematical clusters

was in a major way outlined in some modules and learning materials developed by the

Consortium for Mathematics and its Applications (Garfunkel, 2004)' Such outlining

ensured compliance of items with the possible mathematical treatments of each cluster

which were developed as indicators of the identified clusters. For example, the

Mathematics related to the item; "Mathematics involved in making pension and
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retirement schemes," is comprehensively dealt with in a UMAP module by Ng (1987)'

Some clusters and the numbers of items in a cluster and an exemplary item for each

cluster are shown in table 3'2.

Table 3.2: Representation of some Intra-mathematical and Extra-mathematical

clusters used in this study (See also appendix 2)

Exemplar Indicator ItemNumber of
Items

Clusters

wilt help a learner to do it
at universities and technikons
Mathematics that6Mathematics

How mathematicians make their
discoveries

5Mathematicians'
Practices

Mathematics that can be to Prescri
amount of medicine a sick person must

be the

take

5Health

Mathematics about renewable energy

sources such as wind and solar
2Physical Science

Mathematics involved in making computer
stations and TVsuch as

4Technology

mattersMathematics involved in m il9General
Mathematics involved in
delivery routes of goods such as delivering

to thebread from a

designing4Transport and delivetY

the sex of aHow to5Life Science
Mathematics involved in working out

for fit-financial
5Finance

Mathematics involved in an individual's
favourite

JSport

Mathematics linked to South African PoP

muslc
5Youth Culture

Mathematics used bY political parties for

election
4Politics

Mathematics used to work out
of fertilizer needed to grow a certain crop

the amount4Agriculture
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This study essentially dealt with the issues and situations that learners would prefer to

deal with in Mathematics and those reflected in the PISA survey' The method of

clustering, numbering of items per cluster and exemplar item led to the Relevance of

School Mathematics Education (ROSME) instrument.

The questionnaire was of the closed-response type. This is the same to which Kanjee

(1999) refers to as scaled questions. According to Kanjee (1999:296), scaled questions

consist of statements or questions, followed by a rating scale where respondents indicate

the degree to which they agree or disagree with the item. Kanjee (1999:296) also asserts

that scaled questions are useful for measuring attitudes and personality as they can

capture subtle gradations of opinion or perception. In this study a Likert scale format was

use<l. The responses ranged from: 1 to 4 (1: Strongly disagree;2: Disagree; 3: Agree

and 4= Strongly agree). The advantage of this format is that the respondent is not limited

to a choice of possible answers as listed but can also leave it blank'

A total of three hundred and ninety one (391) questionnaires were distributed for

completion among gradetens in the various regions (see Table 3.7) and were all collected

back at the end of the exercise. The questionnaires were drafted in English and translated

into Afrikaans.
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3.3.2 The population and sample for this study

Participants in this study were Grade 10 leamers from schools in the peri-urban and urban

areas of Westem Cape (see Table 3.3). All schools served learners from low socio-

economic status environments.

Table 3.3: Location of schools where the research survey was conducted

In each school one grade 10 class was randomly selected to complete the questionnaire'

The demographic information is given in tables 3.4 to 3.7 below.

Table 3.4: Data collected based on age of learners

Region of schools Urban Peri-urban

District Cape Peninsula West Coast, Boland,

Southem Cape, Klein Karoo

Valid Age Frequency Percent Valid
Percent

Cumulative
,h

13 1 0.3 0.3 0.3

t4 35 9.0 9.0 9.2

15 189 48.3 48.3 s7.5

t6 110 28.1 28.1 85.7

t7 30 7.7 7.7 93.4

18 t4 3.6 3.6 96.9

19 6 1.5 1.5 98.5

20 5 1.3 1.3 99.7

22 1 0.3 0.3 100.0

Total 391 100 100
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Table 3.5: Data collected based on gender of learners

Table 3.6: Data collected based on the primary language of the learners

Table 3.7: Data collected based on the region in which the learners' school was

situated

3.4 The Pilot studY

As pointed out by wiersma (1980:151), before preparing the final form of a

questionnaire, the items should be tried out with a small group as a pilot run' The group

need not to be a random sample of prospective respondent, but the members of the group

should be familiar with the variable under study and should be in a position to make valid

Gender Frequency Percent VaIid
Percent

Cumulative
o//o

Valid Girl 201 51 .4 5t.4 51.4

Boy 190 48.6 48.6 100.0

Total 391 100.0 100.0

Language Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
"h

Valid Afrikaans 164 4r.9 41.9 41.9

227 58.1 58.1 100.0

Total 391 100.0 100.0

Region Frequency Percent Valid
Percent

Cumulative
,h

Valid Peri-Urban 243 62.1 62.1 62.1

Urban 148 37.9 37.9 100..0

391 100 100
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judgments about the items. Furthermore, he states that the results of the pilot run should

identiff misunderstandings, ambiguities and useless or inadequate items. The same

sentiments were also asserted by Bahta (2003:a0). The instrument used in this, the pilot

study, is described by Julie and Mbekwa (2005)'

3.4.1 PlSA-Mathematical items (Population 3)

The plSA-Mathematical Literacy Achievement tests for population 3 (students at age l5)

(2003; appendix 4) was also used as another research instrument in this particular study'

The pISA items were given to five Mathematics teachers and one subject advisor in non-

cluster form (see appendix 5). The teachers and the advisor were then requested to

provide a general category name for each item. A cluster classification of the items'

based on majority agreement, was then constructed from the provided categories' A

percentage agreement for the items was also included to ensure reliability and validity of

the classification of the PISA items (see appendix 6)'

To identiff the contexts that the developers of the PISA instrument preferred to use as

contexts, the frequencies of items in a certain category were taken as a benchmark for the

designers' preference. If there were 5 items under technology and 2 for agttculture' it

was then accepted that the test designers gave higher preference to technology, over

agriculture, as an extra-mathematical item. This data was used for comparison with the

data of a ROSME instrument.
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3.4.2 Data analysis procedure

Non-parametric procedures were used to analyze the data. Durrheim (1999:118) states

that non-parametric statistical techniques focus on the order or ranking of scores (or

merely the classificatory function of members) and ignore the numerical properties of

numbers such as interval and ratio scales. Furthermore, Durrheim (1999:118-119) argues

that the difference between non-parametric and parametric procedures can be found in the

way the mean and median are determined. Whereas the mean is a parametric estimate of

central tendency because it takes the numerical value of scores into consideration by

using mathematical operations; the median however, is determined only by ordering

scores. Durrheim (1999:ll9) concluded that since only interval and ratio scales of

measurement allow mathematical operations, parametric statistics are only appropriate

for such data. Non-parametric procedures were thus developed to deal with ordinal data.

Non-parametric procedures are sometimes called distribution free statistics because they

do not require that the data fit a normal distribution. The non-parametric tests require

less restrictive assumptions about the data and they also allow for the analysis of

categorical as well as ranked data.

Dunheim (1999:92) provided a definition for ordinal measure in that it measures

categories that are both different from each other, and ranked/ordered in terms of an

attribute. The Kendall W-test was chosen to provide a mean ranking value of each item'

The Kendall W test is used for expressing interrater agreement among independent

judges who are rating (ranking) the same data. The Kendall W was used to rank the
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ROSME items (ordinal data) utitizing the Statistical Programme for Social Sciences

(SPSS) version 13.

3.4.3 Issues on reliability and validity

Durrheim (1999:46-63) stated that reliable measures are stable in the sense that they

consistently give the same information repeatedly when used under similar conditions.

Therefore, reliability is the degree to which the results are repeatable. This applies to

subjects' scores on measures (measurement reliability) and to the outcomes of the study

as a whole. In relation to validity, Durrheim (1999:46-63) defined it as the extent to

which the operational definition is a true reflection of the conceptual definition'

Therefore, validity refers to the degree of credibility to which the research conclusions

are sound.

The research instrument (learners' questionnaire) was a product of regular changes and

improvement by the researchers over a period of three years' The researchers met

regularly to discuss and improve the questionnaire and at these meetings through

competitive argumentation and judgments a well thought-through learner's questionnaire

was constructed. The categotization of items also went through a similar process'

The researchers in most cases conducted the data collection themselves, whereas at some

instances because of time constraints and other logistical problems, the Mathematics

teachers had to be assigned to do and complete the task. The learner's questionnaires took

on average, an hour to complete. In most cases the researchers were always on the site to
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give some guidance and clarity on each item, thus reducing the levels of uncertainty and

lack of understanding in the whole exercise. The learner's questionnaire was never

posted to/from the schools but the researchers instead had to physically collect and be

with their questionnaires all the time. This data collection procedure ensured the fidelity

of the data obtained.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter dealt with the research methodology employed in this study. [t focused on

the research methods, data collection techniques, methods of data collection and methods

of data analysis. The data collection instrument was the questionnaire; the method of

data collection was the survey and finally the data was analysis technique for the

questionnaire was descriptive. The technique used to identiff the clusters from the PISA

instrument was interrater identification and agreement. In the following chapter the

findings of the study will be discussed.
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CIIAPTER 4

FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the findings related to the ROSME instrument. The clusters as

well as the analysis of the individual items are focussed on. The findings from the

analysis of the PISA instrument are discussed according to clusters. A comparison is

then drawn between the data of these two instruments.

4.2 Findings related to the ROSME instrument

In general, gtade ten leamers from low socio-economic environments prioritise the

leaming of Mathematics as a discipline and interestingly enough, followed by

mathematicians practices (figure 4.1). These two intra-mathematical clusters are rated

the highest by this cohort of learners.

In table 4.1 the 6 individual items forming the mathematics cluster (See also appendix 2

for the other clusters) are given. The cluster means rankings were obtained by

determining the average of the corresponding individual item mean rankings' The two

top prefened individual items in the mathematics clusters are "Mathematics that will help

me to do Mathematics at universities and technikons" and "Mathematics that is relevant

to professionals such as engineers,lawyers and accountants." (table 4'l)
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Figure 4.1: ROSME Grade 10 Clusters

Tabte 4.1: Mathematics Cluster: Individual Ranked Items
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What it shows is that learners are quite aware that Mathematics is a gateway subject that

will give them access to higher education and the prospect of a meaningful career.

The extra-mathematical cluster that these grade ten learners favoured is the technology

cluster, closely followed by the health cluster (figure 4.1). Although these leamers come

from low socio-economic environments and schools, they are exposed to and have access

to these high technological devices. The individual item that is most highly preferred in

this cluster is the Mathematics involved in secret codes such as pin numbers used for

withdrawing money from an ATM (table 4.2). ATM's are relatively accessible to the

majority of South Africans and are the mechanism that is mostly used for the withdrawal

of salaries. Interest in the mathematical, inner workings of these modem devices is quite

interesting given the fact that they are coming from low socio-economic environments'

Table 4.2: Technolory Cluster: Individual Ranked Items

The health of people is also very high on the list of these grade 10 learners' One senses

that leamers value a person's health as a very important factor to pursue a quality life'

Despite extensive coverage in terms of educating people about HIV/AIDS and ways to

try and prevent people from contracting HIV/AIDS, grade ten leamers prefer to learn

about Mathematics to prescribe the amount of medicine a sick person must take (table

Individual ItemsMean RankCluster

numbers used for withdrawing money from an ATM
Mathematics involved in making computer games such

as PlayStations and TV games

Mathematics used in making aeroplanes and rockets

Mathematics involved in dispatching a helicopter for

codes such as pinMathematics involved in secret41.26

3s.02

31.80
30.78

Technology
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4.3). Although this is not one of the core aims/objectives of this research, an answer to

the following question can also be suggested: Do learners feel obliged to help the elderly

who is dependent on the health services of hospitals and clinics where staff shortages

hampered quality service delivery? However, since this study did not track learners'

reasons for choosing a particular item, the researcher will not elaborate this issue.

Although the NCS urges educators to use HIV/AIDS as a context through which

Mathematical literacy and Mathematics could be studied, learners' choices show that they

want to learn from health contexts that are not just limited to the HIV/AIDS context.

Table 4.3: Health Cluster: Individual Ranked Items

Analysing the ten highest-ranked individual extra-mathematical items that these grade

ten's favour besides the technology and the health cluster item "Mathematics involved in

working out financial plans for profit-making" is the second most preferred extra-

mathematical item (table 4.4). Living in a capitalist society it is not surprising that these

Cluster Mean Rank Individual Items
Health 37.51

36.41

35.82

34.78

27.93

Mathematics to prescribe the amount of medicine a sick

person must take

How Mathematics is used to predict the spread of
diseases caused by weapons of mass destruction such as

chemical, biological and nuclear weapons.

Mathematics involved in determining the state of health

of a person

Mathematics used to predict the growth and decline of
epidemics such as AIDS
Mathematics involved in

and Tuberculosis
levels of
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leamers from low socio-economic environments favour this item. It could be that they

perceive profit-making as a means to escape their unfavourable economic circumstances'

other items that feature in the top ten besides the technology and health (table 4'4), are

Fifth: Mathematics to assist in the determination of the level of development regarding

employment, education and poverty of my community;

Sixth: Mathematics used to calculate the taxes people and companies must pay to

govemment and Seventh: How mathematics is used to predict the spread of diseases

caused by weapons of mass destruction such as chemical, biological and nuclear

weapons.

One senses a trend of social consciousness amongst these grade ten leamers' These items

point to a large extent towards social welfare, care and social responsibility' [t could be

conjectured that learners are aware that if people pay taxes, government has more capital

to uplift communities and provide jobs for the unemployed. If the health items are also

taken into account, a caring element not only for themselves, but also for the fellow

community members, are prominent. A camaraderie, a sharing and caring culture is

prevalent in low socio-economic communities'
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Table 4.4: Highest Ranked Individual ltems: Extra-Mathematical

Mean RankItemsl0 highest-ranked
extra-mathematical
items

41.32Mathematics involved in secret

numbers used for withdrawing money from an
codes such as Pin

ATM

1

41.02Mathematics involved in working out financial

for
2

39.93Algebra

38.21How mathematicians make their discoveries

37.74sending ofin messages byvedinvolMathematics
and e-mailscell

3

37.60Mathematics to prescribe the amount of medicine

must takea sick
4

37.48Mathematics to assist in the

level of development regarding emploYment,
determination of the

ofeducation and

5

37.32Mathematics used to calculate the taxes peoPle

must to theand
6

37.12Geometry

36.41predict the spread of
diseases caused by weapons of mass destruction

and nuclearsuch as chemical

How mathematics is used to7

35.81in determining the state ofMathematics involved
health of a

8

35.77Why mathematicians sometimes disagree

3s.56Mathematics that and surprise usentertain9

35. l0Mathematical ideas that have had a major

influence in world affairs
35.04involved in making comPuter gamesMathematics

and TVsuch as
10
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4.3 Findings from the analysis of the PISA instrument

The PISA instrument delivers the following results (Figure 4.2):

Figure 4.2: Clustering of PISA Mathematical ltems

Designers of the PISA mathematical test items place a high premium on the mathematics

cluster. This is followed by the physical science and finance cluster' This can partly be

due to the fact that these items can be related to other school subjects or that the designers

do not perceive contexts related to production, mathematician's practices, crime, youth

culture, politics and agriculture, as important as the physical science and financial ones'

Some categories that featured with PISA with a low occurrence are health, technology,

sport and life sciences. As the youth of today are highly embedded in the everyday use of

technological devices, for example MP3 players, cell phones, etc' it is almost
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contradictory that such a low occurrence in technology and no context ofyouth culture

were covered by the PISA survey.

4.4 Comparison of ROSME - and PISA findings

The high emphasis on the pure mathematical context in PISA is in agreement with

learners' ranking in this cluster as their most preferred'

If one compares the extra-mathematical clusters there are differences and overlaps in the

ROSME and pISA findings. I shall concentrate on the top and lowest favoured clusters

of both instruments.

The two top extra-mathematical clusters favoured by designers of the PISA mathematical

items are the financial and physical science clusters. The financial cluster of ROSME is

the third highest extra-mathematical cluster which shows that the PISA survey was in line

with learners' preferences. This can be a result of an ongoing trend intemationally to

apply mathematics to financial issues in an effort to increase the educational awareness of

money matters in daily life situations.

The extra-mathematical cluster that most grade ten leamers of ROSME favoured is the

one of technology. In comparison to the PISA questionnaire, little emphasis was put on

technology. It is strange because most of the OECD countries that participate in PISA

are first world countries which have strong technology-driven economies' There is not
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much evidence on the integration of leaming areas i.e.: Mathematics with Geography in

the PISA design to be found.

However when you consider that the PISA designers did not give any attention to youth

culture, and combined with the low ranking of technology contextual items it raises, the

question of whether the PISA designers paid sufficient attention to current interests of

young people.

with the huge media coverage and ongoing HIV/AIDS campaigns in South Africa, it is

no wonder that the health cluster also receive a higher interest as shown by the ROSME

findings. This is in contrast to the PISA findings in which little attention was given to it'

The leamers have given the least attention to the agriculture cluster in the ROSME

findings. The PISA designers gave no attention to agricultural issues and this concurs

with young PeoPle's interest.

Sport was ranked low by the grade 10 leamers and also had a low frequency on the PISA

test. This is surprising given the high exposure learners are given to sport internationally'

4.5 Conclusion

The ROSME grade ten leamers mostly preferred the intra-mathematical clusters' namely

mathematics and mathematicians' practices, whilst the extra-mathematical clusters'
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technology and health followed respectively as shown in figure 4.1. Agriculture and the

youth culture were the lowest ranking clusters.

The pISA instrument provided the following results: The mathematical cluster stood out

above the rest and no reference was made about mathematician's practices, whilst the

extra-mathematical clusters, physical science and finance followed respectively' The

PISA designers did not include health, technology, sport and life sciences; and also did

not set questions that were Set on youth culture, agriculture, production, crime and

politics. The PISA designers put a high emphasis on the pure mathematical context

which is in agreement with the leamers ranking this cluster as their most preferred'
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction

This study investigated the context preferred by the designers of the PISA Mathematical

Literacy instrument and how they compare with the contexts grade 10 learners are

interested in.

5.2 Answer to the research question

The Department of Education has embarked on a mission to increase the number of

learners who take Mathematics as a subject. one of its initiatives is the introduction of

Dinaledi Schools, that is, schools that focus on Science and Mathematics education and

are consequently given additional resources to facilitate and promote their programmes'

These schools are situated in predominantly disadvantaged communities'

The Department of Education also introduced Mathematical Literacy as a compulsory

subject for those learners who do not take Mathematics as a subject in order to increase

the general mathematical awareness and literacy of the population'

The above-mentioned concerted efforts by the Department of Education (2004a) to

emphasize the importance of Mathematics could be regarded as successful in the sense

that learners are well informed about the importance of Mathematics'
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A prominent feature of the ROSME study is the fact that the intra- mathematics clusters

were rated the highest by the grade ten leamers. When considering the individually

ranked items in this cluster, such as the fact that Mathematics will help learners to do

Mathematics at tertiary institutions, and secondty that it is relevant to professional

careers, this is indicative of an awareness of Mathematics as a gateway subject. One can

conclude from this that learners aspire to acquire a social personal and economic

advantage.

In the extra-mathematical cluster the learners favoured technology and health. As

presented earlier, the influx of technology in post-apartheid South Africa would logically

be expected to have stimulated technology interest among learners'

One could speculate that the huge HIV/AIDS campaign could be responsible for learners

desire to know more about the mathematical context in the health industry.

However, it would be reasonable to expect that the interest in the technology and health

are not driven by social consciousness per se but by an awareness of the financial

rewards offered by the careers in the technological and health industries. This would be a

logical deduction based on the fact that there is such a high interest in the fact that

Mathematics is a requirement for further education at tertiary institutions'
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This view is supported by the low ranking of the sport and agriculture clusters as contexts

for the learning of mathematics. The perception might be that these fields do not require

Mathematics and are probably not regarded as first choice careers'

The fact that finance ranked third behind technology and health would support the notion

that there are definite correlations between career aspirations and the importance of

Mathematics.

The pISA instrument is an internationally standardized assessment method that the

OECD uses to assess 15 year-olds' problem solving abilities. The PISA findings have a

high focus on three clusters: Mathematics, Physical Science and Finance' There are no

mathematicians contextual items found in the PISA findings. The author concludes that

this could most likely be due to the fact that in developed economies there is no need to

attract students to the study of Mathematics since it is widely acknowledged to be an

essential subject.

The fact that Physical Science and Finance are rated so highly among the mathematical

contexts that is assessed might be indicative of the value that is attached to these fields in

developed economies.

In comparison with those of ROSME, the PISA findings show a correlation with the high

regard for Finance as a mathematical context to be evaluated and as a context that is

desired in the South African studY
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On the other hand, whilst South African learners favoured the technology context for the

study of Mathematics, it is not emphasized by PISA. It seems that the PISA designers

favour a strong algorithmic approach.

Sports score low in the PISA findings and no attention was given to agriculture' In the

ROSME study, sports and agriculture also have a low preference among the grade ten

learners.

Considering the scientific, technological and financial successes of the OECD countries'

the question could be asked whether or not there should be a correlation between learners

preferences in the various mathematical contexts and the context that are assessed' This

could form the subject of a separate study. The assumption that has been made in this

study however, is that there should be a correlation between the context that appears in an

assessment and the context that learners prefer'

5.3 Limitations of the studY

The following were the main limitations and constraints that were encountered during

this study:

Firstly, the different contextual situations such as political and sporting issues

as contexts for Mathematics or Mathematical Literacy were pre-determined,

although some provisions were made for leamers to add some other context of

their preferences.

a
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a Secondly, the study was only limited to Grade l0 learners' perceptions of the

context they preferred to deal with in Mathematical Literacy.

Thirdly, parents and teachers had low participation in this study

5.4 Recommendations

Based on the key findings of this work the following recommendations are made:

o South African mathematics assessments should contain the inter-mathematical

technology, health and finance clusters'

The emphasis that is put in PISA should not be uncritically copied.a

5.5 Conclusions

To conclude, the author also concurs with the view that grade 10 learners wish to learn

about Mathematics in order to enable them to pursue tertiary studies, which will enable

them to enter professional careers. This conclusion was also made by Snyders (2006:54)

in his study of the context learners prefer, to those reflected by the TIMMS survey.

Hence the emphasis in terms of mathematical contexts that are assessed, should be those

career fields that are the most sought after, and would probably imply that mathematical

assessments adopt a utilitarian character.
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APPENDIX 1

ROSME Questionnaire
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CODE:

RunvlxcB Or ScuooL MATHEMATTcs EnucanoN EOSME)
JanuorT 2OO5

Things I'd like to learn about in Mathematics

I am: a female ...... a male ..... I am ....... years old

I am in Grade

What would you like to learn about in mathematics? Some possible things are in the list on the
following pageg. Beside each item in the list, circle only one of the numbirs in the boxes to say how
much you are interested. Please respond to all the items.

I = Not at all interested
2=Abitinterested
3 = Quite interested
4 = Very interested

There are no correct answers: we want you to tell us what you like.
The items are p! in any specilic order of importance.

Thank you for your co-operation!
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For
office
use

c14

cr5

cl5

cL7

c18

c19

c20

c2t

c22

c23

c24

c25

c26

Things I'd like to learn about in

Mathematics

Not at all
interested

A bit
interested

Quite
interested

Very
interested

Mathematics needed to work out the

amount of fertilizer needed to grow a

certain crop
I 2 3 4

in secret codes

such as pin numbers used for
withdrawing money from an ATM

I 1 3 4

used to the

taxes people and companies must pay

to the govemment
I 2 3 4

involved for the

number of cattle, sheep or reindeer to
graze in a field of a certain size

1 2 J 4

of
t 2 3 4

Mathematics about energy

sources such as wind and solar power I 2 3 4

involved in
the state of health of a Person I 2 3 4

Mathematics to assist in the
determination of the level of
development re garding employment,
education and PovertY of mY

I 2 3 4

Mathematics to prescribe the amount

of medicine a sick Person must take I 2 3 4

Mathematics that
mathematics at
technikons

help me to do
universities and I ) 3 4

Mathematics involved in the

placement of emergency services such

as police stations, fire brigades and

ambulance stations so that they can

reach emergency spots h the shortest

time

1 2 J 4

Mathematics involved in
complex structures such as bridges 1 2 J 4

The kind of work mathematicians do
I 1 3 4

I
I

I

I

I
I

!
I

i
t
il

I

I
i
i

I

:

i

i
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For
office
use

c27

c28

c29

c30

c3l

c32

c33

c34

c35

c36

c37

c38

c39

c40

c4t

c42

Things I'd like to learn about in
Mathematics

Not at all
interested

A bir
interested

Quite
interested

VerT
interested

Geometry

I 2 3 4

involved in packing
goods to use space efficiently I 2 3 4

How mathematicians
discoveries

make their
I 2 3 4

Mathematics linked to South African
pop music I 2 3 4

Mathematics used to calculate the
number of seats for parliament given
to political parties after elections

I 2
I

3 4

Mathematics volved in
people to tasks when a set of different
tasks rnust be

I 2 J 4

Blunders and some
mathematicians have made I 2 3 4

Algebra

I 2 J 4

Mathematics about the age ofthe
universe I 2 3 4

Mathematics involved in working out
the best arrangement for planting
seeds

I 2 3 4

Mathematics to determine the number
of fish in a lake, river or a certain
section of the sea

I 2 J 4

Mathematics linked to music the
United States, Britain and other such
countries

I 2 J 4

Mathematics that air traffic controllers
use for sending off and landing planes I 2 3 4

Mathematic s linked to rave and disco
dance patterns I 2 4

Mathem atics involved in making
pension and retirement schemes I 2 3 4

Mathematics of the storage of music
on CD's I 2 3 4
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For
office
use

c43

c44

c45

@

c47

c48

c49

c50

c51

c52

c53

c54

c55

c56

Things I'd like
Mathematics

to learn about in Not at all
interested

A bit
interested

Quite
interested

Very
interested

Mathematics linked to decorations
such as the house decorations made by
Ndebele women

I 2 3 4

Mathematical ideas that have had a
major influence in world affairs I 2 3 4

Numbers
I 2 3 4

Mathematics involved in sending of
messages by SMS, cellphones and e-
mails

I 2 3 4

Mathematics involved.in working out
financial plans for profit-making I 2 3 4

Mathematics involved in my favourite
sport I 2 3 4

Mathematics involved in dispatching a
helicopter for rescuing people I

,)
3 4

Mathematics used to work out the
repayments (instalment) for things
bought on credit are worked out

I 2 3 4

How to predict the sex of a baby
I 2 3 4

How mathematics can be used for
setting up a physical training program,
and measure fitness.
Strange results and paradoxes in
Mathematics

Mathematics to monitor the growth of
a baby for the first period of life I 2 3 4

Mathematics that entertain and
surprise us. I 2 3 4

Mathematics to describe facts about
diminishing rain forest and growing
deserts.

1 2 3 +
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For
office
use

c57

c58

c59

c60

c6l

Things I'd like to learn about in
Mathematics

Not at all
interested

A bit
interested

Quite
interested

VerT
interested

How mathematics can be used in
planning a journey I 2 3 4

How mathematics can be used in sport
competitions like ski jumping,
athletics, aerobics, swimming,
gymnastics and soccer.

2 3 4

Mathematics to describe movement of
big groups of people in situations such

as emigration and refugees fleeing
from their countries.

1 2 J 4

Mathematics involved in determining
levels of pollution. I 2r 3 4

Mathematics involved in military
matters. I 2 J 4

C62 Please write down 3 issues that you are very interested in learning about the use of mathematics in

these issues.

(a)

(b)

(c)......

Why are you interested in these issues?

I
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C63 Are you interested in learning something in mathematics that arises while you are leaming other
school subjects?

YES No

whv? Why not? .

C64 Are you interested in learning something on mathematics related to issues that have been in the
newspapers or radio or TV recently?

YES NO

'fr/hy? .. Why not?

C65 Make a sketch or drawing of a mathematician working.
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Appendix 2 : Clustering of ROSME instrument

Cluster

Number of ltems

Mean

Ranking

Exemplar Indicator Item

Mathematics

(o

49.60

37.r2
42.78
45.58

39.93
27.31

40.39

Mathematics that will help me to do mathematics at

universities and technikons
Geometry
Numbers
Mathematics that is relevant to professionals such as

engineers, lawyers and accountants
Algebra
Strange results and paradoxes in Mathematics

Mathematicians'

Practices

(s)

38.2t
4t.46
35.77
28.08
32.79
35.26

How mathematicians make their discoveries
The kind of work mathematicians do
Why mathematicians sometimes disagree
Personal life stories of famous mathematicians
Blunders and mistakes some mathematicians have
made

Health

(s)

37.60

3s.81

36.41

34.9r

27.94
34.53

Mathematics to prescribe the amount of medicine a

sick person must take
Mathematics involved in determining the state of
health of a person
How Mathematics is used to predict the spread of
diseases caused by weapons of mass destruction such
as chemical, biological and nuclear weapons
Mathematics used to predict the growth and decline of
epidemics such as AIDS; tuberculosis
Mathematics involved in determining levels of
pollution

Physical Science

(2)

31.30

28.34
29.82

Mathematics about renewable energy sources such as

wind and solar power
Mathematics involved in making complex structures
such as bridges

Technology

(4)

35.04

4t.32

30.75

3 r.68
34.69

Mathematics involved in making computer games
such as play stations and TV games

Mathematics involved in secret codes such as pin
numbers used for withdrawing money from an ATM
Mathematics involved in dispatching a helicopter for
rescuing people
Mathematics used in making aeroplanes and rockets
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Life Science

(s)

34.75
25.t6

31.19

24.26

33.07
29.69

How to predict the sex of a baby
Mathematics to determine the number of fish in a
lake, river or a certain section of the sea
Mathematics to predict whether certain species of
animals are on the brink of extinction
Mathematics to describe facts about diminishing rain
forest and growing deserts
Mathematics to monitor the growth of a baby the first
period of life

Sport

(3)

29.t9
29.13

31.59
29.97

Mathematics involved in my favourite sport
How mathematics can be used in sport competitions
like ski jumping, athletics, aerobic, swimming,
gymnastics and soccer
How mathematics can be used by setting up a

and measure fitness
Youth Culture

(s)

26.0t
27.34

25.62
21.39
32.74
26.62

Mathematics linked to South African pop music
Mathematics linked to music from the United States,
Britain and other countries
Mathematics linked to rave and disco dance patterns
Mathematics linked to designer clothes and shoes
Mathematics of the storage of music on CD's

Politics

(4)

22.98

22.73

37.32

2s.51
27.14

Mathematics political parties use for election
purposes
Mathematics used to calculate the number of seats for
parliament given to political parties after elections
Mathematics used to calculate the taxes people and
companies must pay to the govemments
Mathematics to describe movement of big groups of
people in situations such as emigration and refugees
fleeing from their countries

Agriculture

(4)

19.84

2t.6r

25.16
19.88

21.62

Mathematics needed to work out the amount of
fertilizer needed to grow a certain crop
Mathematics involved in working out the best
iurangement for planting seeds.
How to estimate and project crop production
Mathematics involved for deciding the number of
gqttle to graze in a field of a certain size
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Appendix 3

Grade l0 data:

Mathematics that will help me to do mathematics at
universities and technikons

Mathematics that is relevant to professionals such as
engineers, lawyers and accountants

Numbers

The kind of work mathematicians do

Mathematics involved in secret codes such as pin
numbers used for withdrawing money from an ATM

Mathematics involved in working out financial plans
for profihmaking

Algebra

How mathematicians make their discoveries

Mathematics involved in sending of messages by SMS,
cellphones and e-mails

Mathematics to prescribe the amount of medicine a sick
person must take

Mathematics to assist in the determination of the level of
development regarding employment, education and
poverty of my community.

Mathematics used to calculate the taxes people and
companies must pay to the government

Geometry

How mathematics is used to predict the spread of diseases
caused by weapons of mass destnrction such as chemical,
biological and nuclear weapons

Mathematics involved in determining the state of health
of a person

Why mathematicians sometimes disagree

Mathematics that entertain and surprise us

Mathematical ideas that have had a major influence in
world affairs

Mathematics involved in making computer games such as
play stations and TV games

Mathematics used to predict the growth and decline of
epidemics such as AIDS; tuberculosis and cholera

49.60

45.58

42.78

41.46

4t.32

41.02

39.93

38.2t

37.74

37.60

37.48

37.32

37.12

36.41

35.8 r

35.77

35.56

35.10

35.04

Mean Rank

34.9t
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How to predict the sex of a baby

Mathematics involved in the placement of emergency
services such as police stations, fire brigades and
ambulance stations so that they can r.uih emergency
spots in the shortest possible time

Mathernatics used to work out the repayments
(instalment) for things bought on credit are worked out

lMathematics to monitor the growth of a baby the first
I 
period of Iife

Mathematics about the age of the universe

Blunders and mistakes some mathematicians have made

Mathematics of the storage of music on CD's

Mathematics used in making aeroplanes and rockets.

Mathematics that air traffic controllers use for sending off
and landing planes

How mathematics can be used by setting up a physical
training prograrq and measure fitness

Mathematics about renewable energy sources such as
wind and solar power

Mathematics to predict whether certain species of animals
are on the brink of extinction

Mathematics involved in dispatching a helicopter for
rescuing people

Mathematics involved in military matters

Mathematics involved in my favourite sport

How mathematics can be used in sport competitions like
ski jumping, athletics, aerobic, swimming, gymnastics
and soccer

Mathematics of infl ation

Mathematics involved in making complex structures such
as bridges

The personal life stories of famous mathematicians

Mathematics involved in determining levels of pollution

Mathematics linked to music from the United States,
Britain and other such countries

Strange results and paradoxes jn lvlathematics

Mathematics involved in making pension and retirement
schemes

34.75

34,62

33.95

33.07

32.99

32.79

32.74

31.68

3r.61

1

31.5e I

31.30

31.r9

30.7s

30.36

29.t9

29.13

28.96

28.34

28.08

27.94

27.34

27.31

27.25
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Mathematics involved in assigning people to tasks when a

set of different tasks must be completed

Mathematics linked to South African pop music

How mathematics can be used in planning ajoumey

Mathematics linked to rave and disco dance patterns

Mathematics to describe movement of big groups of
people in situations such as emigration and refugees
fleeing from their countries

How to estimate and project crop production

Mathematics to determine the number of fish in a lake,
river or a certain section of the sea

Mathematics to describe facts about diminishing rain
forest and growing deserts

Mathematics political parties use for election purposes

Mathematics used to calculate the number of seats for
parliament given to political parties aller elections

Mathematics involved in working out the best
arrangement for planting seeds

Mathematics involved in packing goods to use space
efficiently

Mathematics linked to designer clottres and shoes

Mathematics involved for deciding the number of cattle,
sheep or reindeer to graze in a field ofa certain size

Mathematics needed to work out the amount of fertilizer
needed to grow a certain crop

Mathematics involved in designing delivery routes of
goods such as delivering bread from a bakery to the shops

Mathematics linked to decorations such as the house
decorations made by Ndebele women

Mathematics of a and

26.t2

26.01

2s.64

2s.62

25.51

19.84

18.70

t8.56

t7.60

25.t6

2s.16

24.26

22.98

22.73

2t.6t

21.s6

21.39

19.88
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Appendix'+

Educaton
School:

Assign poesible clustere (possible contexts) to each item etc' finance, sPort ...

Cluoteritem

Mathematics Unit I
LTGHTH(,USE

Mathematics ExamPle l- I

i..lhicl: o[:tlre fellorvrng corrlcl bc the perio<l o[the lrlttetn ol:thts liqhtl:c:tr'c"

,A. 2 rccorr.ls.
B. 3 ieconcls.

C. 5 sec<>ttcls.

t). l-l >t:c<:n,ls

Mathetnotics ExamPle 1,2

Fr.rt horv !r).i:l\')ri:cor)(15 ri<)es thc Iiqhthr.rtrs,: senrl (rcit llqllt; llatlle't itt 1 rrlit'ttrte"

AJ
t] 12

(. ::o
o. ,].4

Ljghthouses are towers wifi a light beacon on top'

Lighthouses assist sea ships in finding their way at night

when they are sailing close to the shore'

A lighthouse beacon sends out light flashes with a regular

fixed pattern. Every lighthouse has its own pattern'

ln the diagram belcr / you see the pafiern of a cenain lighthouse'

The light flashes alternate with dark periods'

ot2145678

It is a regular pattern. After some time the pa(ern repeats itself' The time

raken by one complete cycle of a paftern. before it starts to repeat' is

called the perioc.l. When you find the period of a paBern' it is easy to

extend the diagtam for the next seconds or minutes or even hours

ught

Dark

tt t2 13

Time {sec)

9 ro
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Clusterindicator

Mathematics ExamPle l. j

ln tlre .liagrttrr:t helc,wl rnake a grlph c.,f .t possrhle'Pattern of light flrshei t>[a

lightho,,ri that sends ,,t lighifli'hes flor 30 seconds Per ntinute 'l-hc perio'l o{'

thrs pattern rrrrrst be equa[ to 6 seconJs.

0123456789

Lrght

Dart

t0 tt lz
Time (sccl

Mathematics Unit 2

POSTAL CHARGES

Mothemotics Example 2. I

Which one of the (ollorvirrg qttPhs is the hest repre:entation oi'the

pcxtal chlrqgs in Ze.llan,li
tfll* l,.rnz.,utal axis shorrs the werght in grams, and the 1'cr(1611 ixis shc'rvs the

:hlrq.: in zccls.)

6

;
+

l
2

I

0

6

6

.t

3

2

I

0 rooo 2000 1000 40fl)
0 l00o 2oorJ 3000 4000 0

g
6

5

4

l
2

I

0

The postal charoes in zedland are based on the weight of the items

(to the nearest graml, as shown in the tab,e below:

6 Weight lto nearest graml Charge

Uprq209
2t 9-509
5l g- l0Og
l0l g-269n
zot g-3sog
351 g-5009
5019-10009
lo0l g -2O0O g
2001 g -3000 g

O.46 zeds
0.69 zeds
l.O2 zeds
1.75 zeds
2.13 zeds
2.44 zeds
3.20 zeds
4.27 zeds
5.03 zeds

0 r0oo 2000 3000 4000 20 5o loo 200 150 500 1000 2m0 J000

E tr

lDl
6

5

1

l
2

I

0
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Clueterof

Mathcmatics Unit 4

PAYMEITS BY AREA

People tiving in an apartment building decide to buy the building They

will put their money together in such a way that each will pay an

amount that is proportional to the size of their apaftment

For exampte, a man living in an apartment that occupies one fifth of

the floor area of all apartments will pay one fifth of the total Price of

rhe building,

Mathematics ExamPle 4, I

iin:lt Corrcct or Ittcortect ft-'r each o(the follorvirrq staternerrts'

Slltunt:nt Cottrct ,/ 1n,.,'tr*-(

i Ctrrrcct / ltlit:rtect
I

A ;criort irvtrLq irr thc largcst -lplrtntertl will plv

ilr('-rrc rr)or)L'v ior r:.tch \{tlard rflctrc oi]ris aplrtrr-:cr;t

tirarr tlte 1>ctsi,tl ltr'(trg in tirc ,rrr.tllcst 'jPi[trr)(:r).t

ii we krrc:w the areils ol'two lpartrrtents Etxl thc l'trcc

.,i:.>rrc crf'thern wc c.tt! calc(rl.lte the prrce o( thc sc:<;rrd

11'uv4 [port the prrce o[tlte bcrtldirrg lnd how nrtrch

c.tch owncr wrll pry. then the total :rrcr o[all

.tP.ttttt)cr)t5 ca rr bc' calcrrlatetl.

ll-thc totel price ol'the buildipg nere reduced b-v 1O%'

e;tch oi tlte or'vrt*s rvotllcl pry 1L)I les:'

(.or rcct / ltliorr.:ct

Correct / lrtcc,rrect

Corre,:t / lrtcorect

M athemotics Example 4'2

There ire three ipartrrrerrts in the bLrililing. flre lergest, ipirtrncnt 1' has a totll,

;lrcao(95n1'.Ap.rrtments]an.l 3hlv'eare.lst'!:u5m'' anrlTorn'respectrvcly-lIc

selhrrg 1>rice for' the huilJing ii 
'L)o 

ooo zeds'

I l<rlv irruch :h.rr.ll,1 tlrc c>rtrrcr o[apattrncnt 3 ',r'iyi 5hcxt vcrut'lr'<.lrk'

Mathematics ExamPle 5' I

lrr a rnethentatics class otlc dry, the heights otlll sttr'lcnts w(:re n)eas(rred' Thc

n".*.1g. t,oiglrt o[bovs wa-* 16O.n,, orJ the av*rrge herght c''lgirl-' rtis 15L) cnr

)rt.,,a *r, tire tallest - her hciglrt was'l8O cm Zdetrek was the shortcst - lirr

!r.:rght n:lr 15O cnt.

I^..c>:;t-{.r(lrrt)t) rvcre.lhs.:rrt [r,.l'n clis:; that J'ry' htr( thcv were t'-' cl]''s lhe rlcxt cllt-v

'l 
herr hcr.'hts rtere rtreil;urc'i, lrlJ tht lverallcs ivere r'et:l!citlate'l '\rrr]|zir:glv-' 

the

.ir.'".qq.-l,.iqi,t ol'tlrc crrls -1rrd the Llr'ern{le i'*'qlit ''t tirc t'ovs ciid r:r:rt ch'trrqc'

Mathematics Unit 5

STUDENT HEIGHTS
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Clustcr

'uVi'irci: c>i'th.' lirll<:rrirrg cr>trclt.tsic.ns can [.e dt.]wn irorrl tht-t rniorrrtattotti

Circle "Yei" or 'No' [i.,r each conclusion.

Ci,oclusnn Can this Ltnchtion fu tlruwnl

Both -.turlerrts nre jirls.

Onr: o(the sttr<lents rs J hoy an,l the othr:r is a qirl

Both sttrdents hlve the sarne heiqht

TIL'av€raqe height oflll stu.lents did not chlnge.

Z.lenek rs still the shortest.

\es ,/ Ncr

Yt: / N<:

Yc,: / No

\es z' No

Yb: / rr..c:

Mathematics Unit 6

SwlNG

lI othematics Example 6, I

i\{olr.lrnrcil i5 sittiDg ott i swinq. He stlr'ts to.swirrq. Flc is trvirrg to 9c' rs hrqh

a,; poslrhle.

trnVhich Ciagr'lrn hcst rr?r<is.:nts thq hci.lht of his fcet ah()\'c the qrottrtd .ls he :wtrtqsi

ol ltct

f_inrc

I-l(itht ul l'eet

E
'l inr<

Hcight ol'lcct

Tirtrc

ol'lttt

EI
Titrt'

E
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Clucter

Mathematics Unit 7

WATEN TANK

Mathematics Example 7. I

,A w',itct tank hrs :hape arr.l din)ehsions is:hown in

the ctrqgrlnr,

At the hcginnrrrg the hnk is enrpty, Then it is tilled

with rvater'tt thc tite.rf crne litre per securld,

- 
l.0m +

r.sm

which of:thc f<rllorving gr.iPlts shows how the

height of thc w:tter surf3ce clrtrrqes ovet tirne,'

l.t xl

Water tank

llright

E
Thnc Timc

'finrc

Heiglrt Height

E B
Timc Timc

E]
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Clugterof

Mathematics Unit 8

REACTTON TIME

ln a sprinting event, the 'reaction time" is the time interval between the

starters gun firing and the athlete leaving the startrng block The 'final

time- includes both this redfction time, and the running time'

The following table gives $rc reaction time and the final t'Ime of I
runners in a 100 metre sPrint race'

Lane Reaction time lsecl Final time (secl

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

0.147

0,136

0.t97

0.t80

0.210

o,2t 6

0.17 4

0.t93

10.09

9.99

9.87

Did nol Finish the race

t0.l7
t0,04

10 08

r0. l3

I

I
I

lllathemttics ExamPle 8' 1

idcrtif-vtheColci,5ilveranrlllronzenre'l:illrstslrorntlrlsr'aceFillrri)thetlhle
hii.,rru ^ith 

thc: nrcrlallists' l,it'tc nurrtber' rcacttorr ttrrrc 'lnd final trnrt:

!,1ry: k'itc.(.itttt lina (:,:c ) [titttl tit,te (st.,l
*41,fu1

1., i: I 11

5: h,r:r

llroozc ;

..--t- --. .-----.-"- -. ---_ -

Mothematics ExamPle t.2

lll dtte, rro hrrtnf ns ltSr'e b'een able to reect to I statter.s gtrrt rn lcs; th:lrt

O.11O secontl.

It'the recr:rded r.cictrolr tinre (or a runr)er is less than c].11o secortJ, then a (ilse

,;1.1y'. rs corlsiclerc<l t.; hive oci.r.rrrccl bec'ltls<: thcl r(lr"Dcr nlt'rst It'tlt: lr:ft hclore

[;a;rrnq the gtirr

l1 thc lironz-c n)ehlli$t lta.i a ititer rcacitot': tirnt v"oulri irc hlv'e lrld I lhlrrceto

q,rrr (he 5t[,er rrrecl,jl,. Civ'c ]n expl.irl'trotr to \uPPod v()(rr i]rl'swcr'
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item

Mathernatics Unit 9

BUILDTI{G BLOCKS

tlathematics ExamPIe 9.1

[-low n.,;lr)y srnall cUbes will 5usrn need to rrake the bl<;ck shown in Diiqrltn Bi

ADiwet, .... ....----.-- cuhes

Msthematics ExamPle 9.2

l-low m0rrv strr.'lll ctthrr will 5usan neetl to rlke th'::oli'i block shottn rn Ptlcritr Ci

-.. cubcs.An>rverl

Nathematics ErcmPle 9,3

Sus.trr rcalises that she tlscd rnore sntall ccrL'es than she really nee'lecl to make a

block like the one shor,;tr in Diegrlnr C She realises that she could. h;r'e glue'i

snrall cLrhes together to L:ok like t'-riagranr C' hut the block could have heerr

hc-,llolv i.,l.r the irr:iLlc

\aJhlt rs thc ttttnitnlrnr ntlrnberofcr'rhes 5he nccdt to nr]ke e blockthat lcx>ks iikc

lir<: <:rr.l Jhowtt ttt pllqrtrr) C htrt rs hc'llowl

,At t:lvcr' crthes

Susan likes to build blocks from small cubes like the

one shown in the following c,iagram:

Susan has lots of small cubes like this one. She uses

glue tojoin cubes together to make other blocK'

First, Susan glues eight of the cubes together to

make the block sho /n in Diagram A:

Then Susan makes the solid blocks shown in

Diagtam B and Diagram C below:

Small cube

Diagram A

Diagram.CDiagtamB

I
-ffi
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indicator item of PISA Clueter

Mathematics Unit l0
ORUG COTTICEf,TRA'I(,IIIS

Mathematics Example 10. I
A woman ir: hospitel recei\.es qn iniectior) oFpeniclllrn. Her body gradually breaks

the penicillin c{orvn so that one houralterthe iniection only 6OE of:the penrcillin

wrll rerniin ictive.

This pattern continrres: at the end .:[each hoif only 60% o[the penicillin that w:ts

present at the encl ofthe previous hour retnains active.

5u1'pose the rvorrtitt is, giyerr a dc,-.e of 5OO millrgrqnrs o[perrrcillirr at 8 o'cl.2ck

in the nrorning.

Ccxrplctc thrr table showinj the anlount o[penrcillrn that wrll rerr),lir] active rr)

the wonrtn's hloorl at intervals ofone hour 6orn ot oo until 11ot-t houn

Time

Penrcillin (mg)

o800

500

o900 1000 1100

Mothcmatics Exomple 10.2

peter hls to trke tlo nrg crFa clrrrq to control his blood pre)sure, The fcrllowrrr,l

qr.tph shorvsthe inititl ;th.)olrnt o[the drug, and the anr<;untthlt teu)airls acttve

in Petcr: blo<rd a(ter one, t*-o, three rnd fcr,rr diys.

A[rrunt r)l &tir0 drut ([rg)

80

50

40

T_---_ *
I

+

20

0

0 5

TImc (d.rr).lic' t.Ilng thc drug

['low nrttclt .,1:1hg drtrg rellrait)s lctive lt thc encl ofthe t,rut da.vl

.\. (. ur.1,

t', 12 rnE.

C. 26 nrg.

D. 33 tng.

\
\

\
I

2

t-
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Clusterindicator ofPISA

M athem atics Exomple 10.3

lirr.rur tfie graph fbrthe previogs questior) rt can he seen that e.trh day, ahi:tit the

ilil1tc prr)!.ortron ofthe Prevtous "lays dttrcl r€hLeirt-; ictive irt t)eters hlood,

At thc cn.l ol'.:ach .ley'*lhi.h ,r{tthe li:llorvirrq i> titc .11>Prc>xrrrt.ltil l)erctr)l:lgti ol

thc p,rer.iorr: d.ty'.s Jru,r that renr.lir;s.lctrv'ei

A 2()ia,

B. 5O:r;,

(, 40.'i.

D. rro%

Mathematics Unit I I
TWSTED BUILDING

Mothematics ExamPle I l. I

Estrnr.lte thetotrl hcight oFthe h'trildinq, in nletres' Ex1'lain horv votr (otrn'l

)(fur lDs!\eI

ln modern architecture, buildings often have unusual shapes The picture

below shows a computer model of a "Mistec' building" and a plan of

the ground floor.

The compass points show the orientation of the building'

The ground floor of the br.lilding contains the main enrance and has room for

shops. Above the ground floor tlere are 20 srorE6 conEining apanments'

The plan of each storey is similar to the plan oF the ground Roo[ but each

has a sllghtly difFerent orientation from the storey below The cylinder

contains the elevator shaft and a landing on each floor'

-Y
s

\. .{".

N

+
I

w -l-
I

s
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ClusterofPISAindicator

rtLathematics Example I 1.2

'I}e (i.,llowrr19 pic(urer are stJeviews of thc twisted Sutldirrg

Sidevieu' I Sidcvicw 2

Iir.<:r1 ,vhicl'r directior: his Sicier,it':w l been rlr'awni

A l:r()n) titc Norih.

ir. l.:"1pr1; li;c V^Jr:st.

t.. Ir,:rrt,t tir,: f;tst.

i)'rt'r,'; ilr,-' S,:rli.ii

ilathqmatics ExamPle l l,i
frctn tvirich dtr'rictic'n lrss Si.leview 2 been dr'awni

,,\ Fronr thc Nor[h Welt.

It [:'rcrr; the North Elst

C. [;r<.rrrr t]rr: Si'rrth V\t::t

[) i]rt:rn tl're Sorr{h Efrt.

Mathematics ExanPle I 1.4

{i.lch stotcy cilntiinlr)g aPartn)ents }rqs,l certlrrt "r^nrst" cr'rttr1'ared to t}re qr<:trncl

fl.ror 'l:he trp d.ro, ttire 2orh floor.tb'or'e the qround tloor) rs 'rt riglrt arroles

1.. 1i.;.s g1.12upl 11oor.

l'hi: (lr-iwir).1 lr.:l,lw tcPrctertts t|e rlrrrLtn<l f1*''r'

[)ri*r irr thrs.lritgr.trr: thr: plan .r( ,h" rt'r,,, tlt:or 3hor,e [hc,.]rottrrd firror, rlion'ttr.1

ir,:vi titr:; ['L:>ot rl sitLrite'.1 :.rlr1ptrtq'J to tlic groun{ [l<,or'
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Clusteritem

Mathematics Example I 2, 1

li.rr a rc>ck cotraerti r.:ct.'log(rlar field oIsrze loO rtr by 5C) rlr ur"ls re>erverl iot

the ludience. Fhe corrcert',tas con'rpletely soltl out.lrd the field rres lLil r"'ith

all the (ans starrdtng.

which onc ,>f the lt:llor^ri,rg is likely t.r be the lrcst estimate c,Ithe toi+l nrtnrher

ot' peoi'le lttertJ r ng the concerti

.A. 2 ()()L)

B li ooo

c. 20()00
P. 5cl r)OO

[ 1L]0 0rlo

Mathematics unit t2
R(}CK CONCERT

tVothematics ExamPle I 3, I

.'1,1 1i'1. rlqilt rt.l il:r,t,rqr3pl) ()i iI)()vlflil

rilkw;1.r.

1.he krl lcrving Di:tartrc-Ti rrte g rl p'h shorv:'

a rornP.lrii()o hetn'eerr 'i','alkin<; orr the

rnr>vinq wllktviy'and 'w'alking on the

ground rrr:x,t to (he trroving ntlkw.ry,-

.^5rrrrrlrrr-cJ l:hai, rrr the ahove graph. the ',^/4lkin9 piuc is -ll'or'tt thtr sante [c't b'otlr

rers()r)i, .i.i,i ., !,,,,, tr: th.: qr+f-h that rvcrul.l reptesertt the 'lrstarrce vetsr:s ttrri': fi:r i
1:,.:rii-rr.; 

.,,g1;p rs statxiing still on thc rr)ovir)g v*alkrva'r

A person wlking on che moving volkwv

A pcmn walhing on thc ground

Time

Mathematics Unit l3
MOYING WALT(VYAYS

l)istance from the shrt
ol the moving s'alkway
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ROSME Clusters
AgriculturethTransport &

Deli
s

Practices
TScience

GeneralFinance'outh Culture

Appendix 5: Educators Clustering of PISA items

Educator:
School:

Choose from one of the above ROSME Clusters, which describe the Exampler indicator item of PISA the

best.
indicator item ofPISA ROSME Cluster

Mathematical Unit t

Mathematical Unit z

Mathematical Unit s

Mathematical Unit +

Mathematical Unit 5

Mathematical Unit 0

Mathematical Unit z

Mathematical Unit e

Mathematical Unit s

Mathematical Unit to

Mathematical Unit t t

Mathematical Unit tz

Mathematical Unit ts

I
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Appendix 6: Clustering of PISA items

Mathematics Mathematician s

Practices
Transport &
Delivery

Health Agriculture

Physical Science Technology Life Science Sport Politics

Youth Culture Finance General

Exampler indicator item of PISA o/o Agreement Number of
Items

Cluster

Mathematical Unit t
61 o/o 4 Mathematics

Mathematical Unit 2

83o/o 4 Mathematics

Mathematical Unit g

loo% I Health

Mathematical Unit +

67 o/o o Finance

Mathematical Unit 5

5Oo/o + Mathematics

Mathematical Unit 0

61 o/o o Physical Science

Mathematical Unit z
83o/o 2 Physical Science

Mathematical Unit s
loo% I Sport

Mathematical Unit 9
loo% + Mathematics

Mathematical Unit to
67 o/o I Life Science

Mathematical Unit t t
83o/o I Technology

Mathematical Unit rc
5Oo/o Finance

Mathematical Unit rg

5oo/o I General

2

2
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